Tight conjugate formation is not always required for natural killer cell-mediated lysis.
We have utilized several clonal cell lines, derived from the murine lymphoma ASL1w, to investigate the early events in NK-mediated lysis. The studies described here examine the relationship between NK recognition, NK cell:tumor cell conjugate formation, and NK-mediated lysis. The AW4F and AW4D tumor lines were susceptible to NK-mediated lysis and efficiently inhibited NK recognition in competitive inhibition assays, whereas the AW5J tumor, which is relatively resistant to NK-mediated lysis, did not. In contrast, the AW5E tumor was NK resistant but inhibited NK recognition almost as well as the NK-sensitive tumors, suggesting that it was deficient in a postbinding event required for NK-mediated lysis. These findings demonstrate a correlation, with one exception, between the susceptibility of the ASL1w-derived tumor lines to NK-mediated lysis and their ability to inhibit NK recognition. In contrast, there was no apparent correlation between tight conjugate formation, as assessed in three independent target binding assays, and the susceptibility of these tumors to NK-mediated lysis, showing that tight conjugate formation is not required for either efficient NK recognition or lysis.